
SPRING CLEANING 101:
#greenwinisstillhome

Spring is a great time to start fresh - and nothing says fresh like a clean, clutter-free apartment. Clearing out all the junk that has piled up over 
seasons past can be a daunting task, especially if bringing out the broom isn’t your version of fun. 

Have no fear! We’re making it easy to kiss the clutter goodbye with these seven tips for spring cleaning beginners. 

Take it one room at a time 
You had the best of intentions, we know. Three hours of intense decluttering later, everything you own is strewn out all over the floor and you’re 
wiped. Don’t bite off more than you can chew. Big cleaning jobs are far more manageable when you tackle one of the lesser problem areas first, 
then work your way up to the more challenging rooms once you’ve gotten into the decluttering groove.

Streamline your seasonal wardrobe
Warmer weather means it’s time to say farewell to your winter wardrobe – for now, at least. This is a great time to take an editorial eye to 
your winter-wear. See that chunky sweater you haven’t worn since college, the one with all the coffee stains and a little hole in the sleeve? Do 
yourself a favour; let it go. Your closet space will thank you.

Use less paper
Bills, envelopes, and receipts can easily pile up over the course of just a few days. And if you leave them for a week or two (or twelve), chances 
are you’ll no longer be able to see the surface of your desk. Eliminate paperwork as much as possible by paying bills and recording your 
expenditures online. For those documents that you do need hard copies of, scan and save them on your computer first, then store them in a 
neat, well-organized filing system.

Create a “maybe” box 
We all have that pile of stuff  - the things we don’t necessarily use, but think we might want or need someday. If you just can’t bear to part with 
these “just-in-case” items, try creating a “maybe” box. Store the box somewhere out of the way and put a note in your calendar to check in on it 
in six months. Then pull it out, six months later, and see if it’s anything you really needed. If you didn’t miss it in six months, odds are you won’t 
miss it, period.

Don’t neglect the small places 
The junk drawer - we all have one. It’s amazing how quickly all the stashed odds, ends, and bits and pieces can transform a small space into an 
exploding mess of everything from paperclips to protractors. Do you really need that dried up white-out? You definitely don’t want to be taking 
those expired vitamins from 2009.


